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FOGGIA:View of the town hall and 
part of the historical centre 
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The only real voyage of di-
scovery consists not in 

seeking new landscapes, 
but in having new eyes. 

Marcel Proust 

   ITALIAN                            ENGLISH 

Buongiorno     Good morning 

Ciao       Hello, Hi 

Come ti chiami? What is your name? 

Quanti anni hai? How old are you? 

Molto bene Very good 

Vieni qui, per favore. Come here, please 

Hai fame? Are you hungry? 

Ti piace? Do you like it? 

Da dove vieni? Where are you from? 

Buona notte Good night 

Grazie Thank you 
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 The best thing and place I liked in Foggia  

The best activity I did   

My host family  

My personal experience 
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Foggia is the main centre of a wide province of 61            
municipalities and it has about 700.000 inhabitants. In 
the  Neolithic Age, agriculture was already very common 
in this area and it spreaded in hundreds of villages      
around.  Nowadays, Passo di Corvo and Arpi  are a          
testimonial of the past local  life and they are two of the 
most important  archaeological sites in Foggia’s          
surroundings. Arpi was a well-known town in the        
pre-Roman and Roman age  and its interesting findings 
are now on display in the Civic Museum of Foggia, which 
contains, in its archaeological section,a  meaningful  
proof of the Dauni population. 
Foggia was founded in the Middle Age, around the year 
1000 and its history is strongly connected to some     
shepherds who found in a pond, a board bearing the  
image of the Virgin and three burning little flames, 
which later became the town symbol. 
In Foggia  there is a big Cathedral, built in a                   
Romanesque style which is particularly important for its  
rich sculptures belonging to the Sweden age. This        
further historical and architectural enrichment   was due 
to the enlightned emperor Frederic II of Sweden. In fact, 
he chose Foggia as a famous imperial place and, in 1223, 
he built a “palatium” where he lived with all his troops. 
What remains is only a stone archway and the entrance 
gate - supported by two eagles - made by the famous 
protomagister Bartholomew of Foggia, nestled along 
the side of the Museum in  Nigri Square.  
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Foggia:  
1. The Church of Crosses 
2. The well in Frederic II square  
3. Umberto Giordano’s square 
4.         The Dogana Palace, the head office of the Provincial Administration 
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Trani is an Italian Municipality with 56 107 
inhabitants. It is also known as "the  
Adriatic Pearl", famous for its Romanesque 
cathedral that overlooks the sea. For this 
reason, it has been  inserted in the list of  
the “ Italian Wonders”, as well as for the 
production of a particular type of marble 
(the Trani stone) and the moscato wine. It 
is an important touristic place for its       
artistic and architectural beauties, for its 
churches belonging to different historical 
periods and mansions, testimonials of its 
glorious past. It has been an important 
commercial harbour until the 16th century, 
and it seems that the first maritime code 
of the Western world has been  
promulgated from here.  
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Foggia: 
1. Umberto Giordano’s theatre 
2. The Cathedral 
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The Civic Museum offers  visitors different divisions: an           
archaeological section, an ethnographic section, a gallery  
devoted to works of the eighteenth century, a lapidary, a prints 
section and a reconstruction of two fine Daunia tombs from the 
IV-III century BC, the Medusa tomb and that of the Knights. 
 Almost all the exhibits come from the local area. Some of them 

are greatly valued: there could be pointed out some examples of 

stele (ornamental funerary stones), belonging to the Dauna    

civilization and some red figures in ceramic coming from Arpi’s 

painters. In the Picture Gallery the paintings belong to local  

artists or come from the Neapolitan School. In the ethnographic 

section, some rural environments and different tools are rebuilt. 

A collection of locally made jewellery is also very beautiful to 

see. Finally, in the section dedicated to the history of the town, 

there is the exhibition of precious stones , inscriptions and    

documentary photographs, showing the development of Foggia 

from its origins to nowadays. 
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The history ofthese very special buildings is linked 
to an edict of the Kingdom of Naples, promulgated in the 15th 
century, which referred to a tribute which every new urban 
settlement had to pay. The Earl of Conversano, owners of the 
land where Alberobello lies today, imposed to the farmers to 
build their houses without using mortar because of the dry 
lands, so that they could have the form of precarious buildings, 
that could be easily destroyed. Using only stones, the farmers 
found in round shapes with self-supporting dome roofs,              
composed of overlapping circular stones , the simplest and  
solid configuration for their houses . The domed roofs of trulli 
are enriched with decorative pinnacles, whose shape is inspired 
to symbolic, mystical and religious elements. The 
“trullo” identified the craftsman. Depending on the quality of 
the workmanship of the Pinnacle,  easily identified could be not 
only  the builder‘s ability, but also the value of the building. For 
this reason, it was easy to recognize the richest families and 
the less wealthy. The symbols painted on the roofs  often              
assume religious significance: for example, the cross or the 
pierced heart. They can also represent zodiacal signs: 
the Capricorn Pinnacle with some symbols painted together 
form a kind of civic ID aiming to send away the evil . 
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Ascoli Satriano is one of the 
most interesting small 
towns in Foggia’s province.  
There is a great number of 
little churches and,        
moreover, it preserves a  
reasonable number of     
gentilitial palaces and public 
buildings embedded in    
narrow and humble houses. 
The most important       
touristic places are: the  
Archaeological Park of 
Dauni; the Historical  
Centre; The Ducal Palace; 
The Cathedral and the  
Municipal Library. 
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 In Ascoli Museums – the  
Diocesan  Museum and the 

Civic Archaeological          
Museum –  a collection 

of sacred art works can be 
admired ; the exhibition of 
the most luxurious findings 

in tombs in the Dauni       
territory ; the exhibition   

Polychromy of the Sublime                                                                    
with polychromatic  

marbles and griphons; the 
Hall of Apollo and 
the Hunter Child.  


